We’ll again be at Meramec State Park at Group Camp Site A for another epic mushroom hunt, float trip and weekend potluck foray.

The only way to survive a St. Louis summer is by the river. This is why Sweat ‘n Chanterelles is always at Meramec State Park right on the Meramec River. We start hunting early Saturday morning and go until we can’t take the heat anymore. This is when we head for the river. Just a short hike up the road there is large gravel bank where people picnic and you fish from the shore. From there you can float down to a wading spot right next to our campsite. There is also a longer float trip, which starts on the other side of the park and ends back at camp.

Another fun afternoon option is the caves. There are some caves right in the park and Meramec Caverns is only 8 miles away. There you can enjoy a constant 58 degrees all year round or you could even go zip-lining. There’s always a wide variety of great potluck items for lunch and dinner, and if you can’t make it for the whole weekend please stop by for the day or even just for dinner. For those of you who would like to participate in the whole weekend but are not interested in camping, there are accommodations close by.

Sweat ‘n Chanterelles continued on Page 4
**MISSOURI MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY**  
2017 Event Calendar

*Please notify the leader of the foray you wish to attend at least one day prior to the foray.  
*Forays start at 10:00am unless otherwise noted.  
*Meet at the Visitor’s Center unless otherwise specified, 15 minutes prior to the time listed.  
*For more information, check our web site at www.MoMyco.org

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contact(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THURS. 6/29 7:00 PM</td>
<td>CLASS - 10 Common Mushrooms of Missouri, Part 1, St. Louis County Library Headquarters, 1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd, East Room. Free for MOMS Members. Contact Maxine Stone at <a href="mailto:VeryMaxine@aol.com">VeryMaxine@aol.com</a>, (314) 963-0280 or Brad Bomanz, <a href="mailto:brad_bomanz@yahoo.com">brad_bomanz@yahoo.com</a>, (636) 225-0555.</td>
<td>461 County Road 517, Wappapello, MO. Contact Dawn Lover at <a href="mailto:dawnlover77@hotmail.com">dawnlover77@hotmail.com</a> or (573) 727-6440.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI. 6/30 - 7/2</td>
<td>WEEKEND CAMPOUT - Steelville Address: 155 Blunt Rd, Steelville MO 65565, Please register in advance with James Savens at 314-939-9170</td>
<td>TOUR - Mushrooms Naturally: A Mushroom Cultivation Farm, 0’Fallon, MO. Please contact Maxine Stone at <a href="mailto:VeryMaxine@aol.com">VeryMaxine@aol.com</a> or (314) 963-0280 to RSVP. We need to know how many people will be there. (see article elsewhere in this newsletter)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT. 7/8 9:00 AM</td>
<td>AM FORAY - Hawn State Park, Contact Patrick Harvey at <a href="mailto:pg_harvey@hotmail.com">pg_harvey@hotmail.com</a> or (314) 575-2262.</td>
<td>CLASS - 10 Common Mushrooms of Missouri – Part 2, Brentwood Public Library, 8765 Eulalie, Brentwood. Free for MOMS members. Contact Maxine Stone, (314) 963-0280 or Brad Bomanz, (636) 225-0555.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUE. 7/11 4:00 PM</td>
<td>BI-MONTHLY MEETING, Foray and Food Fest - Bahler State Park, Cochran Shelter, Bring a dish to share. Contact Maxine Stone at <a href="mailto:VeryMaxine@aol.com">VeryMaxine@aol.com</a> or (314) 963-0280. Please note shelter location…Cochran Shelter Reference: 37th ANNUAL TELLURIDE MUSHROOM FESTIVAL - Telluride, Colorado</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI. 7/14 - 7/16</td>
<td>WEEKEND CAMPOUT FORAY Sweat n Chanterelles, Meramec State Park, Sullivan, MO. Contact Cici Tompkins at <a href="mailto:ctompkins@momyco.org">ctompkins@momyco.org</a> or (303) 775-7084</td>
<td>CLASS – 10 Edible Mushrooms of Missouri, Green County Library Center, 4653 S. Campbell Ave. Springfield, MO. Free for MOMS Members, Contact Dan Liles at <a href="mailto:hughdborg@aol.com">hughdborg@aol.com</a> or (417) 725-9481.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUE. 7/18 6:00 PM</td>
<td>CLASS - 10 Common Mushrooms of Missouri - Part 2, Missouri Dept. of Conservation Central Regional Office, 3500 East Gans Road. Columbia, MO. Free for MOMS Members. Contact Stan Hudson at <a href="mailto:shudson@momyco.org">shudson@momyco.org</a> or Malissa Briggler at <a href="mailto:nrbiggler@momyco.org">nrbiggler@momyco.org</a></td>
<td>TUES. 8/30 7:00 PM FORAY - Rockwood Reservation, Eureka, MO. Contact Charlie Raiser at <a href="mailto:charlieraiser@aol.com">charlieraiser@aol.com</a> or (314) 773-4551</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUN. 7/22 10:00 AM</td>
<td>FORAY - Cuivre River State Park, 678 State Route 147, Troy, MO, Contact Vern Creely at <a href="mailto:vernbevecreely@yahoo.com">vernbevecreely@yahoo.com</a> or (573) 898-3553.</td>
<td>TUE. 9/12 6:00 PM Bi-MONTHLY MEETING - Powder Valley Nature Center, 11715 Cragwold Road, Kirkwood, MO. Contact Maxine Stone at <a href="mailto:VeryMaxine@aol.com">VeryMaxine@aol.com</a> or (314) 963-0280. Speaker Susan Goldhor, biologist, mycologist, researcher, writer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUN. 7/23 10:00 AM</td>
<td>FORAY - Forest 44 Conservation Area. Contact James Savens at <a href="mailto:jbsavans4@hotmail.com">jbsavans4@hotmail.com</a> or 314-939-9107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI. 7/28 - 7/30</td>
<td>WEEKEND CAMP OUT FORAY, Horn of Plenty of Chanterelles, Wappapello Army National Guard Site</td>
<td>SAT. 9/16 10:00 AM  FORAY and POT LUCK Tower Tee Golf Center, 6727 Heege Rd, St. Louis, MO. Con <a href="mailto:lotzsteve@gmail.com">lotzsteve@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Schedule

**FRIDAY**
3:00 P.M.  Set up camp
6:00 P.M.  Potluck dinner

**SATURDAY**
8:00 A.M.  Potluck breakfast
9:00 A.M.  Forays
12:00 P.M. Potluck lunch
1-5:30 P.M. Floating, caving, and possible second foray
5:30 P.M.  Potluck dinner

**SUNDAY**
The morning is open for anyone to hunt more, swim or fish!
1:00 P.M.  Pack-up

Directions
Take I-44 west to the second Sullivan exit #226. Take Hwy 185 south about 3 miles. The state park entrance is to the right. Once in the park, pass the general campground and look for signs to Group Campsite A.

More Info
For more information call Cici Tompkins at (303) 775-7084, or email her at ctompkins@momyco.org

**JUNE 30 - JULY 2ND, JULY 4TH WEEKEND**
**STEELVILLE, PRIVATE LAND**

Come join us for July 4th weekend on private land in Steelville. There's 300 acres of private property to explore that border the national forest and has miles of creek frontage on Courtois Creek.

Accommodations: Camping, pit toilets, running water, private river and beach.
ADDRESS: 155 BLUNT RD, STEELVILLE MO 65565
Please register in advance with James Savens at 314-939-9170
BI-MONTHLIES, 2017

By Maxine Stone

We have already had 3 excellent Bi-monthlies and if you weren't there, you missed some good meetings. MOMS has meeting on the 2nd Tuesday of every other month...hence Bi-monthly.

July: Foray and Food Fest, Babler State Park, Cochran Shelter. This is just what it sounds like. We will foray for chanterelles and other species that may be out there. Then we will feast on the gorgeous food that everyone brings. This will be Tuesday, July 11 at 4:00pm.

September: We are so lucky to have Susan Goldhor for our September Bi-monthly meeting at P0wder Valley Nature Center, 11715 Cragwold Road, Kirkwood, MO. She is an amazing writer and researcher and absolutely loves all things mushrooms. At this time, we're not sure of her topic, but whatever she discusses, you will not be disappointed.

Susan was trained as an animal biologist and spent her career studying how dogs behave around sheep, how fish behave around longline bait, and working out ways to eliminate waste in seafood processing plants. She has carried out research in eastern Anatolia, around the Alaskan coast out to the Aleutians, and in New England, where she lives. Having learned that the puffballs on her lawn were edible, she joined the Boston Mycological Club about 20 years ago, to learn how to score more free food. Volunteering to write a column for the Club's Bulletin got her interested fungal biology and especially fungal ecology. That column indirectly led to her becoming the president of the BMC and a columnist for both Mushroom the Journal and Fungi Magazine.

Susan credits her earlier work on animal behavior and the fact that she comes from a family of clinical family systems psychologists for her interest in how fungi behave in relationships.

Don't miss this talk. It's going to be one of a kind!

November: Our annual photo show at Powder Valley Nature Center, 11715 Cragwold Road, Kirkwood, MO. Take you pictures all year long, put the best on a flash drive and be proud to show them to us. Always fun.

Something new and different!

Sunday, August 6, 2017
1:00pm
Tour

We will tour a local mushroom farm and see how cultivations works, from start to finish. This will include lab processes, procedures of sterilization and processing mycelium through all growing media. There will be incubation room viewing and explanations, growing room viewings and possible harvesting of mushrooms if the timing works out. J.T. will offer for sale, fresh mushrooms that he has cultivated as well as his mushroom compost.

J.T. started growing mushrooms full time in April 2014. Before that it was a hobby/home business while being a chef as his full-time job. He became interested in mushrooms as a chef and avid gardener. He is self -taught via books, the internet and much research. He started growing at home and began selling mushrooms to chefs he knew. The interest snowballed and so did his home production. This encouraged him to try growing full time. Evidently this worked as he now has a beautiful mushroom cultivation farm in O’Fallon, MO and we get to see a tour of it.

Please contact Maxine Stone at VeryMaxine@aol.com or 314-963-0280 to RSVP. J.T. would like to know how many people will be there.
**MOMS Fall Foray (formerly “Mingo”)**

Thursday September 28 – Sunday, October 1

SAVE THE DATE

*Change is hard.* Let me tell you about a change that you will want to know about. There is good news and bad news. The bad news first.…

The bad news is that we will no longer be having our Annual Fall Foray at Camp Latonka and Mingo National Wildlife Refuge. There have been many issues with Camp Latonka. Some of us went down to the Mingo area to check out a few other facilities…but found none to our liking. Darn. Mingo is a gorgeous place to hunt.

*The good news* is that we have found a wonderful place to lodge. It is Lake of the Ozarks State Park. There are many trails in the area and hunting should be good if there is sufficient rain. There is a large kitchen and dining area, with barracks for sleeping…also many hotels in the area. This location is also central to most of our chapters (sorry Ozark Chapter) and we should get a very big turn out because of that.

**Mark your calendars now** and plan to come to MOMS Annual Fall Foray at Lake of the Ozarks State Park. We will be having a contest to rename this annual MOMS Fall Foray, so start thinking now of a clever name.

We have a fantastic line up of speakers: Denis Benjamin, expert on poisonous mushrooms, an amazing watercolorist, and a wonderful mycologist and human being; Michael Kuo, of MushroomExpert.com, writer of multiple books on mycology and longtime friend of MOMS; and Chris Crabtree, mycologist, naturalist and longtime friend of MOMS.

Registration will begin in August….
MUSHROOM CITIZEN SCIENCE IN THE USA:
From Species Lists to Mycoflora 2.0

Bill Sheehan, Ph.D.
bill@productpolicy.org

This well written article was in the May-June Mycophile and also the most recent FUNGI magazine. It is well worth a read.

This report examines what mushroom clubs have been doing to voucher and sequence specimens since the 2012 meeting of the North American Mycoflora Project; identifies challenges encountered; and describes the Mycoflora 2.0 Project designed to enlist citizen scientists and professionals in creating online, geographic-based mycofloras.

The tagline of the North American Mycoflora Project – “without a sequenced specimen, it’s a rumor” – reflects the importance of two activities that are central to 21st century mycological science: vouchering specimens in established fungaria, and obtaining genetic information by sequencing DNA. The traditional practice of amateur mushrooming is to collect specimens, try to identify them, create species lists ... and then discard the specimens. That’s similar to the model of amateur birders who create unvouchered species lists at Christmas bird counts. Amateur birding is often held up as the quintessential citizen science activity, but mushroomers have an advantage in that specimens can be readily collected and preserved.

Since I have scientific training (in insect ecology) and an interest in citizen science, I wondered what mushroom clubs were doing to voucher and sequence mushrooms. On behalf of the North American Mycological Association’s Mycoflora Committee, I queried clubs through a survey and direct contact. What I found was a delightfully chaotic variety of projects, notable for the diversity of protocols employed as well as the lack of coordination between them. The projects demonstrate considerable potential while highlighting significant challenges. The purpose of this paper is to describe club vouchering and sequencing projects, assess challenges, and report on a proposed project, called Mycoflora 2.0, to make vouchering and sequencing simple and inexpensive for clubs and organizations that want to do it.

NORTH AMERICAN MYCOFLORA PROJECT
A stimulus for sequencing activity and a renewed push for vouchering appears to be the North American Mycoflora Project. The Project is a collaboration between professional and amateur mycologists that aims to create online compendia for macrofungi in defined geographic areas, similar to floras for plants and lichens. Macrofungi are fungi that are easily visible without a microscope -- essentially mushrooms, polypores, truffles, corticoid fungi, and Ascomycota with large fruiting bodies (Bruns and Beug, 2012). The goals envisioned by Vellinga (2013) for a North American Mycoflora include “keys, descriptions, accompanied by photos, notes of the fresh specimens, data on habitat, location and date, and with DNA sequence data [and] available on the web, portable, free, and easy to update.”

An early advocate for a North American mycoflora was mycologist Tom Bruns of the University of California at Berkeley (Bruns, 2011; see also Matheny and Vellinga, 2009). Bruns and colleagues secured National Science Foundation funding for a networking project that had enough funds left over for a meeting in 2012 at Yale University. The meeting included 75 leading professional and amateur mycologists from the Mycological Society of America (MSA; professionals) and the North American Mycological Association (NAMA; amateurs). Meeting presentations are documented at www.na-mycoflora.org and several articles summarized the event (Bruns, 2012; Bruns and Beug, 2012; Vellinga, 2013).

Unfortunately the Mycoflora Project has not gained traction among professional mycologists since the 2012 meeting. In part this is due to lack of funding, but it may also reflect a limited concept of the potential role of amateur mycologists, which is the subject of this paper. The 2012 meeting stimulated considerable interest within mushroom clubs in vouchering and sequencing. Whether motivated by accurate identification of edible, medicinal or psychedelic
mushrooms, by the possibility of finding new species, or by fascination with fungal diversity, many mushroom enthusiasts seem eager to make their endeavors more scientific. Some clubs hosted talks and workshops (like the New Jersey Mycological Association’s 2014 DNA Workshop) that have not yet resulted in active projects. Other clubs launched a range of projects, many described here.

**Methods**

NAMA is affiliated with 80 mushroom clubs that have approximately 10,200 members combined, not including several large Canadian clubs, according to NAMA president David Rust. Data for this study were gathered initially by outreach to several NAMA clubs known to vouch or sequence specimens. In December 2016 a link to an online survey (“Mycologia Survey”) was sent to 76 club presidents by David Rust. The survey asked about club capacity, foray frequency, vouchering and sequencing activity, and whether clubs post photos and documentation to the Internet. Survey responses were amplified by direct contact via phone or email with club members responsible for vouchering or sequencing.

Thirty-eight of the 76 clubs contacted responded to the Mycologia Survey (50% response rate), and four additional clubs were researched for a total of 42 clubs. Thirty-seven of those clubs are in the US, the other five in Canada. Membership in clubs surveyed ranges from 10 to more than 1,200 members. Dues range from $0 to $35 USD per year for individuals. The number of specimens identified on all forays in the past year varied from a few dozen to many hundreds. Interestingly, several active clubs (e.g., Long Island, Santa Cruz, Asheville) report lifetime species lists of around 1,000 species identified (this was not a survey question).

The survey sought to determine whether and how clubs post information to the Internet. Posting photo-rich observations to sites such as Mushroom Observer, iNaturalist and Flickr is important to scientific documentation. But high-quality citizen science needs to make information accessible to scientists around the world. Professional mycologists seeking vouchered specimens in North America increasingly search on MycoPortal, which recently completed digitizing almost 2 million records of macrofungi. The fungi are stored in “established” fungaria -- i.e., institutions with curation staff. (Most fungaria in the US are still called “herbaria,” a throwback to the time when fungi were considered plants.) The core website repository for DNA sequences is GenBank. Few clubs are currently posting on, or linking to, either MycoPortal or GenBank.

This report makes a distinction between two models of mushroom citizen science to emphasize potential for club initiative: “professional-led” and “club-led” projects. Professional-led projects are projects designed and led by full-time mycologists who typically have academic positions, access to university herbaria for vouchering and funding for DNA sequencing. We use the term “professional” here broadly to include recognized taxonomic experts who do mycology full time but are not paid to do it, as well as external institutions like the National Park Service. For our purposes, the point is that direction and resources come from outside a mushroom club. Club-led projects, by contrast, are initiated, organized and stewarded by amateur club members – albeit usually in partnership with academic mycologists who provide technical expertise and guidance when asked. The selected projects detailed below are not comprehensive; rather they are intended to highlight different approaches to common challenges.

**Professional-led Projects**

Originated in 1996, “bioblitzes” occur all over the world. In the US they were organized by the National Park Service and the National Geographic Society between 2007 and 2016. They are biological surveys by groups of scientists, naturalists and volunteers that “attempt to record all living species within a designated area over a continuous time period, usually 24 hours” (Wikipedia). Fungi have been a part of many bioblitzes; those focused specifically on fungi are called “mycoblitzes.” When vouchering or sequencing has been done, it is usually by professional mycologists or fungaria professionals.

- **Great Smoky Mountains National Park:** A large and long-running mycoblitz was organized in 2004 by Ron Petersen from the University of Tennessee to sample agarics in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Part of a larger bioblitz, the project received significant funding from the National Science Foundation. The project included a 3-day event in conjunction with an annual meeting of the Mycological Society of America in Asheville, NC.

- **Point Reyes National Seashore and Yosemite Mycoblitzes:** Five mycoblitzes occurred at the Point Reyes National Seashore between 2005 and 2007. The events were coordinated by Tom Bruns of the University of California, Berkeley; Darvin DeShazer, founder of the Sonoma County Mycological Association; and David Rust, co-founder of the Bay Area Mycological Society (BAMS) and current NAMA president. BAMS sponsored a “box party” of volunteers in 2007 to process collected specimens for the UC Berkeley Fungarium (UC). Challenges highlighted by the project include the fact that while some specimens were accessioned, others were apparently not and remain in boxes, according to Rust. The Point Reyes project has continued in the form of an annual Fungus Fair co-hosted by the National Seashore and the Bay Area Mycological Society. UC Berkeley mycologists look through the collections and cherry pick unusual or new species on collection day, which they may then voucher or sequence in their lab (David Rust, personal communication). Bruns, Else Vellinga and BAMS also organized a mycoblitz (fungal survey) in Yosemite National Park; many of those specimens were sequenced as well.

**Some other mycoblitzes with vouchering include:**

- **Colorado Mycological Society, Rocky Mountain**
National Park and Denver Botanic Gardens Sam Mitchel Fungarium of Fungi (DBG) held mycoblitzes in 2008 and 2009, as well as one in 2012 cosponsored by the National Geographic Society.

• The Metchosin Biodiversity Project has held four mycoblitzes on the south coast of Victoria Island, British Columbia, the latest in 2016.

• The National Park Service and National Geographic have sponsored several bioblitzes that included mycoblitzes, including in 2013 at the Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and Preserve in Louisiana, and in 2016 at Shenandoah National Park in conjunction with the NAMA national foray in Front Royal, Virginia.

Taxonomist-led Projects

Another model occurs when a club helps an expert taxonomist collect species in a particular taxon, which the expert then vouchers and sequences. Two examples involve experts who are professional-level but self-trained in mycology. Rod Tulloss is the leading Amanita expert in North America; he is a retired engineer who runs the site www.amanitaceae.org. Another example is Henry Beker who is studying the genus Hebeloma. Having completed a monograph on European Hebelomas he is now working on a North American monograph and is seeking help from mushroom clubs in finding specimens, as described in a recent NAMA newsletter article (Beker, 2016). I recently posted a Hebeloma observation to Mushroom Observer and within an hour received an email from Dr. Beker offering to arrange a FedEx pick-up “so that you incur no cost.” A third example is Michael Kuo’s Morel Data Collection Project which ran between 2001 and 2010. Collections were in part crowdsourced from visitors to Kuo’s MushroomExpert.com website. They were sequenced and vouchered at the Field Museum in Chicago; 618 observations with photos are posted on Kuo’s site. These are only three of many examples of professional or semi-professional taxonomists engaging amateur mushroomers to collect specific taxa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Results: Clubs Vouchering and Sequencing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vouchering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club members voucher at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club members voucher at established fungaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of 38 clubs with some vouchering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs conducting club-led barcoding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs engaged with professional-led barcoding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs with members interested in sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of 38 clubs sequencing or interested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Club-led Voucher Projects

MYCOFLORA SURVEY (VOUCHERING): Twenty (53%) of 38 clubs voucher at least some specimens, and, of those, 12 clubs (32%) voucher or plan to voucher specimens in established fungaria. It is likely that more amateur mushroom experts save specimens at home, and clubs that voucher may have been more likely than non-vouchering clubs to fill out the survey. There is little pattern as to how clubs post observations to the Internet. Nine clubs post to Mushroom Observer (MO), including one to both MO and iNaturalist and one to MO and MycoPortal (MP). Five clubs post to MP and one to MP and Flickr. Twelve clubs post only to a club website, two post to Facebook, and 11 do not post any observations.

North American Mycological Association (NAMA) Voucher Program: NAMA national forays have been vouchered for 20 years (since 1997), overseen by Patrick Leacock from the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago. NAMA forays move to a different location every year but all voucheder specimens are accessioned at the Field Museum. The Voucher Collection Program has databased 6,640 records, but not all records have vouchers. Some of the records have been posted to MycoPortal. All of the vouchers “should now be in the Museum collections database online,” according to
Leacock, “but we still have images to load for half of the forays.” Martin Livezey used a bulk uploader developed by Raymond Suelzer to get observations on Mushroom Observer, where voucher photos for the last seven annual forays are posted. For example, the 2016 Shenandoah Foray Species List has 339 observations. Challenges include reporting observations separately to both Mushroom Observer and MycoPortal, without links between those sites.

NORTHEAST BOLETE CONSORTIUM: an informal network of mushroom enthusiasts from several Northeastern clubs focused on boletes. It was formed in 2015 at the suggestion of Roy Halling of the New York Botanical Garden. Eight experienced collectors (Robert Gergulics, Roy Halling, Renée Lebeuf, Scott Pavelle, John Plischke III, Igor Safonov, Walt Sturgeon, David Wasilewski and Bill Yule) contribute bolete observations to Mushroom Observer, which are linked to the group’s Project Page (MO Project 199). The page states: “the project is a concerted effort to collect, document, and analyze two confusing sets of boletes: (A) The various species referred to as ‘bicolors’; i.e. those with yellow pores and red-and-yellow caps/stems; and (B) The various species referred to as ‘red mouths’; i.e., those with red pores that readily stain blue.” Consortium members voucher individually. The Western Pennsylvania Mushroom Club and several members also sequenced selected specimens. WPMC member Scott Pavelle created the Bolete Filter as an online “encyclopedia” of North American boletes that uses images from Mushroom Observer and Consortium members.

GULF STATES MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY (GSMS): GSMS president David Lewis has been vouchering along the Gulf Coast for four decades, often with the help of Jay Justice. Lewis has 5,300 collections with detailed notes vouchered at the Field Museum in Chicago (also on MycoPortal); 3,544 specimens from the Big Thicket National Preserve and other East Texas sites at the Tracy Herbarium (TAMU) at College Station, TX (not on MycoPortal); and 394 Russulas and Cantharellus vouchered at the National Museum of Natural History in Paris, France.

LONG ISLAND MYCOLOGICAL CLUB (LIMC): In addition to being the first club to participate in Henry Beker’s Hebeloma Project (see above), LIMC has a history of vouchering specimens. The club submitted 75-100 specimens to the New York State Museum (NY) around 2011, and another 154 specimens to the New York Botanical Garden Herbarium (NY) over the last few years, according to Joel Horman. There is no online record of the NYSM specimens on MycoPortal, indicating that they may not have been accessioned yet – a recurring theme at staff-limited fungaria. NY has accessioned the LIMC specimens and posted them to their on-line database (NYBG Virtual Herbarium) though not yet on MycoPortal “for technical reasons,” according to Barbara Thiers.

NEW JERSEY MYCOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION (NJMA): NJMA maintains its own fungarium next to Rutgers University’s Chrysler Herbarium (CHRB). The club fungarium has approximately 2,900 specimens accessioned, representing more than 1,000 species, most collected before the year 2000. Club president John Burghardt, with help from Igor Safanov, is working to post the records to MycoPortal in 2017. Burghardt also matched fungarium records with the club’s New Jersey species list and generated a list of species which have no fungarium specimens – as targets for future collecting.

ILLINOIS MYCOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION (IMA): In addition to being in charge of the NAMA Voucher Program (above), Patrick Leacock is IMA club president. The club has 4,900 database observations from IMA forays for the past 23 years, representing 650 species. “Some 2,000 specimens (vouchers) were saved, but only about 300 of these have been accessioned into the permanent Field Museum of Natural History (F) collections,” according to Leacock. “The rest are in herbarium cabinets with our other local research specimens waiting to be selected for packaging, barcoding, and transferring to the permanent collections.”

CLUB-LED VOUCHER AND SEQUENCING PROJECTS
DNA barcoding, or sequencing, is a powerful tool that probes the essence of a species’ identity. It’s so important that professional mycologists can barely publish research on fungi without including reference to DNA sequences. Some amateurs are setting up DIY (do-it-yourself) labs to extract and amplify small DNA fragments from the nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of the fungal genome, and then analyze results after a commercial lab has converted the amplified extract into a string of letters representing DNA base pairs. Amateur mushroomers Alan Rockefeller, Stephen Russell, Richard Jacob and Christian Schwarz have all given talks to clubs on the brave new world of DNA sequencing. (It’s noteworthy that each of these individuals is significantly younger than the median age of NAMA members, if the prevalence of grey-haired baby boomers at NAMA forays is any indication.) Sequencing the ITS locus has been the standard for fungi for the past decade but new technologies are becoming more widespread that can sequence multiple loci at once. Rytas Vilgalys of Duke University says he will soon be able to provide multi-locus “next-gen” sequencing to mushroom clubs, possibly for equal or less cost than the current cost of ITS sequencing.

It should be clearly noted, however, that sequencing is not essential for doing valuable citizen science, nor is it a “slam dunk” for making species determinations. Traditional macroscopic and microscopic descriptions, high-quality photographs, and accurate field information are no less important than they have always been to scientists studying fungi. Preserving specimens is more critical for high-quality citizen science than sequencing. When specimens are properly documented, dried and preserved in curated fungaria, scientists can examine them decades from now, and probably sequence them with more powerful technology than is presently available.

In many cases a sequence will not provide a clear identification for many reasons. For example, if the type specimen of the species has not been sequenced – a common situ-
Fourteen (37%) of the 38 clubs responding to the survey are engaged in DNA barcoding, either directly as a club-led project (8) or indirectly as part of a professional-led project (6). Of the 24 clubs not engaged in DNA barcoding, 10 reported member interest in sequencing. Hence, 24 (65%) of 38 clubs either have members interested in sequencing or are engaged directly or indirectly (see Table above).

NAMA VOUCHER SEQUENCING PROGRAM: In 2015, the NAMA Voucher Program (see above) added sequencing. Sampling of new collections for DNA barcoding was conducted using Whatman FTA Plantsaver cards. La Monte Yarroll (Western Pennsylvania Mushroom Club) did the sample collection at the 2015 Black Mountain foray and Stephen Russell (Hoosier Mushroom Society) at the 2016 Shenandoah foray. A first pass was made through the 2015 FTA card samples using Sanger sequencing, but the results still need to be proofread and edited before posting to GenBank, according to Rytas Vilgalys.

AMANITA PROJECTS: Amanitas have been an early focus of sequencing, perhaps due to interest and encouragement from Rod Tulloss. The Western Pennsylvania Mushroom Club (see below) decided that half of their sequencing targets would be Amanita specimens. In 2016 the NAMA Board authorized a project led by Stephen Russell to sequence all the Amanitaceae specimens vouchered at NAMA annual forays over the past 20 years: 244 specimens of Amanita and 3 of Liracella vouchered between 1997 and 2015. Extractions and amplifications will be done in the Aime Lab at Purdue University, and sequencing will be done by Geneviz. The budget approved for sequencing is $3340, or about $14 per sample. Metadata will be posted to Russell’s MycoMap platform and final sequences will deposited into GenBank and added to the original record reported on Mushroom Observer.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA MUSHROOM CLUB (WPMC): An excellent model has been created by WPMC under the leadership of club president Richard Jacob. Their website excels in thorough explanation and documentation of each step in collection, description and DNA barcoding specimens. The web page Introduction to DNA Barcoding provides a valuable tutorial on the process as well as links to record-keeping sheets. The club has created detailed binders that can be checked out by members wanting to engage in recording, vouchering and DNA barcoding. Currently, specimens are being sequenced at Duke University for the cost of labor and analyzed by Jacob; sequenced specimens are also stored at the Duke University Herbarium (DUKE). WPMC used the DNA barcoding work and a web-based bolete synoptic key in a project called the Northeast Boletle Consortium (see above). A key challenge to club-led mycoflora projects is illustrated by the fact that WPMC is keeping its extensive specimen documentation in a local database because critical web portals do not communicate with each other.

Southeastern Clubs: My colleague Ton Tran and I tested out the WPMC protocols on 12 haphazardly selected specimens collected during the annual Oconee State Park (SC) Foray in October 2016. The foray includes three southeastern clubs: our Mushroom Club of Georgia; Asheville (NC) Mushroom Club; and South Carolina Upstate Mycological Society. Observations are published as Species List 973 on Mushroom Observer. There is no better way to gain an appreciation of the many moving parts and challenges involved in this work!

FUNGUS FEDERATION OF SANTA CRUZ (FFSC): The most extensive club-led vouchering and sequencing project to date, along with an elegant website and YouTube videos, is that of the Santa Cruz Mycoflora Project (SCMP; www.scmycoflora.org), created by the Fungus Federation of Santa Cruz (California). Project leader Christian Schwarz views the project as “using citizen science to create a two-way flow of information between amateur naturalists and professional scientists... and to foster communities with a shared love of nature.” The goal of SCMP is to create an Internet-based mycoflora of all the macrofungi in Santa Cruz County, based on vouchered and sequenced specimens. They have already identified around 1,000 species, and estimate that there may be 2,000 to 3,000 total species. FFSC allocated $15,000 for DNA sequencing in 2014. As of June 2016, 500 vouchered specimens had been processed and sequenced. According to Henry Young, “Not all them were successful for a variety of issues completely normal to the process, but we had >90% success rate,” with more analysis to be done. Finding fungarium space is a major challenge for many clubs. The Santa Cruz club solved this by devoting considerable volunteer effort, along with intern labor, to creating a fungarium at the natural history museum at the University of California at Santa Cruz.

The SCMP website is the most elegant club mycoflora site I have viewed to date. Webmaster Adam Ryszka created it from scratch with the idea it could be used as a template for other clubs (contact Adam at drcarparts@gmail.com). In the Species Index section on the SCMP website, each genus link leads to a page with links to MycoPortal and Mushroom Observer. The MycoPortal link shows all vouchered material for that genus in official fungaria reported from the county, while the Mushroom Observer link shows all observations for the genus from the county (good photos but few vouchers). For example, the SCMP web page for Amanita says that “approximately” 21 Amanita species have been recorded from Santa Cruz County. The link to MycoPortal shows 88 specimens in various fungaria (some collected more than a century ago) while the link to Mushroom Observer shows 292 contemporary observations from Santa Cruz County. Such external links are simple devices that any club could readily create on their own websites. The Western Pennsylvania Mushroom Club uses a similar approach in its Mushroom Catalog. WPMC’s website also has an innovative section on Species List.
But updating static websites is tedious work, according to Schwarz. Stephen Russell’s MycoMap aims to automate pulling all internet observations into a common platform for use by the Mycoflora 2.0 Project (see below). This will facilitate the creation of club species lists and geographic-based mycofloras.

MISSOURI MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY (MOMS): The MOMS web page, Voucher Specimen List, provides another model for club websites. The page lists links to 155 specimens (different species), each with voucher information including multiple photographs, micrographs, voucher slips, collection information, spore descriptions and, in some cases, reference (though not yet links) to DNA barcode information. The New York Botanical Garden has agreed to take them and make the data available online through their website and MycoPortal. The club allocated $5,000 for training Brad Bomanz to do the DNA sequencing at Missouri Botanical Garden; 155 specimens have been sequenced and funds remain for another 95 specimens. At this writing sequences for five specimens have been posted to GenBank (e.g., Sarcoscypha occidentalis), and Brad is working on posting the remainder to both GenBank and the club web page.

HOOSIER MUSHROOM SOCIETY (HMS): The long-term goal of HMS is to create a vouched and sequenced mycoflora for the State of Indiana. The club currently has more than 1,000 individual specimens vouched and sequenced. Club president Stephen Russell, who also chairs NAMA’s Mycoflora Committee, is developing an ambitious web hub for mushrooms called MycoMap (www.mycomap.com), currently in beta mode. MycoMap aims eventually to be the “catch all mycological database/platform” described by Halme et al. (2012): a one-stop shop for uploading and tracking mushroom specimens, as well as providing integrations with essential datasets including Mushroom Observer, iNaturalist, MycoPortal, MycoBank, Index Fungorum, Discover Life, Encyclopedia of Life, UNITE, and GenBank. MycoMap even has a smartphone app (in development) designed to be used on forays. A novel element is that Russell aims to conduct environmental DNA sampling of soil, wood, and tree roots, with the environmental dataset forming the “backbone” list of species they are looking to find in the state.

OREGON MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY (OMS): OMS’s Mycoflora Working Group aims to identify, voucher and sequence at least some specimens found during club forays. The Group is led by Joe Cohen, who is also a developer for Mushroom Observer (MO) and species lists are posted to MO. Of some 1,200 observations, 11 have been sequenced in cooperation with the Forest Service Interagency Special Status/Sensitive Species Program (see MO Species List 965). More than 100 dried specimens are kept at the homes of club members. The Mycoflora Working Group has a budget of $500 per year, most of which is anticipated to be used for sequencing.

PUGET SOUND MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY (PSMS): PSMS is the largest mushroom club in the US. While the club has not started sequencing, they donated $2,000 to the Santa Cruz Mycoflora Project to help the latter gain experience with sequencing that will be useful to all clubs. The club’s identification coordinator, Danny Miller, is currently the main programmer for MatchMaker (see next). Such keys are important components of mycofloras. Daniel Winkler is leading a new project to voucher macrofungi from Bridle Trails State Park (195 ha).

PACIFIC NORTHWEST KEY COUNCIL (PNWKC): The Key Council was created in 1974 as an invitation-only group of experienced amateur and retired professional mushroomers whose purpose is to create field keys to the fungi of the Pacific Northwest. The major result is the set of printable keys, available on the South Vancouver Island Mycological Society (SVIMS) website, to many Pacific Northwest fungi. Another resource is MatchMaker, a mushroom identification application for the entire Pacific Northwest with both synoptic and pictorial keys. Developed by Ian Gibson of SVIMS, the application can be downloaded free from the SVIMS website. Several years ago a decision was made to start vouchering and sequencing unusual finds. But that was “more of an aspiration than a reality,” according to PNWKC member Joe Cohen. Council president Paul Kroger put it this way in an email to Joe Cohen, illustrating a key challenge for all mushroom clubs:

“I recall that at certain forays we attempted to voucher all taxa found when we had collecting permits in a National Forest and the local Forest Service desired it and assisted with documenting and disposition of the preserved specimens. The task is a daunting one and involves much labor. The logistics of actually processing all the material within a weekend is a real problem, and involves enormous amounts of follow-up work. There are limited numbers of herbaria able and willing to accept such large collections.”

ARIZONA MUSHROOM SOCIETY (AMS): Vouchering and sequencing at AMS is mainly due to one motivated member, Terri Clements. She is working with the Gilbertson Mycological Herbarium (ARIZ) at the University of Arizona to voucher and sequence 150 specimens currently stored at her home and posted to Mushroom Observer (MO). The club encourages all members to create a MO observation before vouchering and to note the MO number on the voucher. Last year the club paid $212 to get eight Morchella specimens sequenced in Spain, and has allocated $250 for sequencing next year. Notes Terri: “Our small first effort resulted in two significant findings which are indicative of what citizen science can bring to the table. The eight specimens turned out to be seven species of Morchella that had not yet been documented from Arizona. And one of the specimens is a new species [confirmed by Kerry O’Donnell] that will now get a name.”

SAN DIEGO MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY (SDMS): SDMS has a web page, Mushroom Barcoding Project. Observations are not posted online; however, a March 2014 presentation said that 70 specimens had been vouched at the San Diego Natural History Museum and sequenced by the International Barcode of Life project at the University of Guelph in Ontario, Canada.

CANADIAN CLUBS
In the course of researching this article I became aware of an impressive amount of fungal citizen science activity
in Canada. It’s worthy of a separate article. Making no attempt to be comprehensive, I’ll only mention several items of interest here. (Mexico has no amateur clubs and all sequencing is done at universities, according to Alan Rockefeller who collects extensively there.)

- **MycoQuébec’s website** is one of the best resources for mushroom identification in North America, with detailed descriptions of 2,058 species found in Quebec Province and 20,365 high quality photographs imported from Flickr. They also have a (static) smartphone app, La fonge du Quebec. “MycoQuébec doesn’t represent a club in particular, but seeks to involve all mycological clubs and independent amateur mycologists (professional are welcome too),” according to Renée Lebeuf. Several members have large personal fungaria with hundreds to thousands of specimens and numerous collections have been deposited in Université de Montréal’s Centre sur la Biodiversité (many of which appear on MycoPortal).

- **British Columbia** has several strong clubs. Oluna and Adolf Ceska, members of the South Vancouver Island Mycological Society, have collected, recorded (on mushroom Observe) and vouched 3,500 specimens, of which 1,166 species come from a 75 ha area that was intensively sampled over a ten-year period - a model for citizen science projects. Victoria BC is also home of Ian Gibson, the original developer of MatchMaker (see above, PNWKC).

- **The Alberta Mycological Society** has some 600 members in a province larger than California with no professional mycologists. Since 2003 they have been gathering all existing mushroom records, many vouched, in a central website called Alberta Fungal Database. The club vouchers many specimens on forays (the default fungarium is Department of Agriculture in Ottawa). “Anything that is vouched is sequenced,” according to past-president Martin Osis. The club is currently adding DNA sequence data to its web database.

- Foray Newfoundland and Labrador recently uploaded collection data to MycoPortal for 2,100 specimens from five years of forays (2011-2015). MycoPortal noted: “As one of the first amateur mycology groups to send us its data, we are pleased to see your high standards for collecting, identifying, and recording appropriate specimen information” (Kuhn et al., 2016).

**CHALLENGES**

Club-led projects described above have faced similar challenges that must be addressed if mushroom citizen science is to become widespread. Key operational challenges fall in three categories: documentation and data management, vouchering, and sequencing.

**DOCUMENTATION AND DATA MANAGEMENT:** For specimens to become valuable to science, documentation of morphological and ecological data is essential. Good photographs of fresh specimens and recording features that are lost upon drying (such as taste and odor) is important, as are micrographs. DNA sequences can be useful for identification but specimens that are otherwise well documented will still be valuable to future mycologists who can get genetic information from dried specimens.

A critical data management issue that needs to be solved is creating an easy process for sharing multifaceted observations with key Internet websites (modern mycofloras should be Internet-based). The problem is that there are multiple web portals that do not communicate easily or at all with each other. One web portal specializes in US fungaria records (MycoPortal), another keeps DNA sequences (GenBank), and several support uploading photo-rich observations, including Mushroom Observer, iNaturalist, Flickr (preferred by Eastern Canadian clubs), and Discover Life, in addition to club websites. (Facebook and Yahoo groups are used for sharing and identifying fungal finds, but those sites are not designed as databases so they do not function as repositories.) Mushroom Observer is dedicated to fungi so it has the largest community of expert mycologists who can help with identifications, but Mushroom Observer lags behind some other sites, especially iNaturalist, in functionality for taxonomic databasing. What’s needed is the capability to upload multiple records to one site; have that information propagated to other key sites via a unique identifier; and have additional information (for example, the addition of a DNA sequence or fungarium accession number) update on all linked sites.

**VOUCHERING:** Curating specimens at established fungaria (those accessible to international scientists and likely to be around a long time) has labor, equipment and space costs. These costs are difficult to assess, vary locally and are long-term investments; but they are real. A key issue for amateur mycologists is this long time to accession specimens and get catalog numbers that clubs can link to their observations. Several cases were noted above of club specimens being submitted to fungaria but not accessioned, even after years.

**SEQUENCING:** DNA sequencing costs, compared with vouchering costs, are upfront and easier to calculate. Of the three steps involved in DNA sequencing, step 1, extraction and amplification, can either be done locally or out-sourced; step 2, sequencing the extract, is generally out-sourced to a specialized lab with expensive DNA sequencers; and step 3, analysis of results, can be done locally by tech-savvy people using one’s own computer and public Internet databases. Extraction and amplification (step 1) can be done in a DIY club lab for about $5 per specimen, if you don’t count the cost of labor or initial cost of lab equipment. A commercial lab is needed for the actual sequencing (step 2); that reportedly costs about $5-$8 in California (Alan Rockefeller, personal communication). Commercial labs can also do both steps 1 and 2, for around $30 per specimen currently. Clubs have used MCLAB in California (mclab.com) and ALVALAB in Spain (alvalab.es) which specializes in mycology. The Osmondon lab in Wisconsin is willing to take on sequencing club vouchers at cost. And technology is constantly evolving. As noted above, Duke's Ryta Vilgaly is developing multi-locus next-gen extraction and sequencing that he hopes to offer to clubs for $10 per read. Stephen Russell is working to make his MycoMap platform provide an analysis pipeline (step 3) where users can upload their raw sequence files and get an analytical report that includes phylogenetic trees from ref-
It should be noted that vouchering and sequencing are starting points rather than end points for mushroom citizen science. As vouchering and sequencing become more common practices, the most avid amateurs may be drawn into advanced taxonomic projects like finding and sequencing neotypes for missing type specimens, researching old taxonomic literature, and describing and publishing new species. Others will be drawn to answering ecological questions.

**MYCOFLORA 2.0 PROJECT**

Our review of club activity convinces us that interest in citizen science is widespread and the time is ripe for developing simple, standardized protocols and workflows for vouchering and sequencing, and for providing timely feedback to collectors. A group of amateur and professional mycologists is planning a pilot citizen science project to develop such protocols so that any mushroom club — or organization such as Radical Mycology — that wants to do citizen science can do so efficiently and inexpensively. Our plan is to start with seven NAMA clubs and academic partners in different regions of the United States in the fall of 2017, with the goal of making processes created available to all serious amateur mycologists. Collection and sampling strategies will be developed in consultation with expert mycologists so that vouchering and sequencing effort is focused on filling data gaps. (For updates visit the Mycoflora 2.0 Facebook group.)

Data management will be based on a unique identifier (url or barcode) for every specimen which will link all components of each observation from all websites, including MycoPortal and GenBank. Several clubs have access to “established” fungaria in their states or regions; more will need to be found and protocols for submitting specimens developed. During the pilot phase, clubs will upload documentation and photographs to any platform that databases individual observations (including Mushroom Observer and iNaturalist). Experts will review observations and help determine which should be vouched and sequenced. DNA “smash cards” will be sent to Duke University for sequencing (see below).

MycoPortal will be the final destination for herbarium data and GenBank for sequence data. Data standardization, expert validation and creation and integration of the end floras will be done on MycoMap. Observation photos and data will be permanently archived on DiscoverLife.

Sequencing will be done, initially at least, at Duke University, in Rytas Vilgalys’s lab. At the outset the single ITS locus will be sequenced, but eventually Vilgalys plans to make multi-locus “next-gen” sequencing technology available to the project. Whatman FTA Plantsaver cards (a.k.a. “smash” cards) will be provided to participating clubs or individuals, who will only need to take tiny tissue samples from specimens to be vouchedered, smash the card with a hammer, and mail the cards to the central location. Our goal is to enlist academic mycologists to help raise funds so that sequencing, analysis and posting results on GenBank is done for all clubs at little or no cost, thereby valuing and integrating the contributions of amateurs into professional mycology (see next section). We are currently looking into funding from the National Science Foundation (for a Research Coordination Networks grant or writing in citizen science outreach components to new research grants) as well as to clubs, organizations and other sources.

**ROLES OF AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL MYCOLOGISTS**

Engaging amateur mycologists in the Mycoflora 2.0 Project is critical because there’s simply no way that academically trained professional mycologists alone can create a North American mycoflora. For one thing there are simply not enough of them. There’s been a significant waning of funding support for taxonomic research over the last several decades (Wheeler et al., 2004), resulting in a steep decline of professional taxonomists (Pearson et al., 2011). Mycology is no exception. And compared with botanists there are considerably fewer professional mycologists, and far more species of fungi than plants. Combining both factors, Bruns and Beug (2012) calculated a ratio of organisms to scientists that is conservatively 30 times worse for fungi than for plants. As academically trained professional taxonomists become rarer, the importance of self-supported expert amateurs increases. Vellinga (2013) noted that in Europe “in the last 10 years the number of species described by non-professional mycologists is greater than the number of species described by people who have mycology as their profession.”

The role of academic mycologists also needs to change. Pearson et al. (2011) note that the decline of all fields of taxonomy means that surviving taxonomists need to work more closely with expert amateurs. Virtually all taxonomic fields started out dominated by amateurs but “over time theoretical and institutional developments lead reliably or even inevitably to the exclusion of expert amateurs” (Pearson et al., 2011). As taxonomy transitions “out of the museum and into cyberspace” opportunities are opened up for citizen scientists to engage and make substantial contributions. Besides providing technical support, academic mycologists could solicit funding from their traditional research sources (primarily National Science Foundation in the US) for DNA sequencing and fungarium space for specimens collected by citizen scientists. Other actions suggested by Pearson et al. (2011) include: (1) “writing grant proposals that are more likely to be funded by a wider range of private and government agencies through emphasizing support of youth education and cost-effective ‘pro-ams’ (professional-amateurs, i.e., “serious and committed citizen scientists who function at the level of some professionals but are not paid for their work”); (2) recruiting and mentoring amateur enthusiasts; and (3) sponsoring workshops and symposia in which professionals and pro-ams can interact and socialize with one another.” For more on the economic value of ‘pro-ams’ see Leadbeater and Miller (2004).

It seems clear from activities described here that many amateur mushroomers are ready to make mushroom collecting a more scientific hobby. Harnessing the enthusiasm of amateurs through mushroom clubs and
other organizations to do high-quality citizen science can not only help professional scientists, it can inspire members of the broader public to understand and want to conserve nature. With appropriate coordination, development of protocols, cyberinfrastructure, and some external funding, amateur mycology could become a poster child for high-quality citizen science. The results will benefit both amateur and professional mycology, while advancing taxonomic, ecological and conservation science.
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Mushroom Classes FOR 2017

By Maxine Stone

Do you go out in the woods, see mushrooms and have no idea what they are? Have you wanted to pick and eat the mushrooms you see but you don’t know if they are edible or poisonous? Do you gather with other mushroom enthusiasts and feel that everyone is smarter than you? If you answered yes to any of these questions, we have the perfect solution.

MOMS OFFERS FOUR DIFFERENT CLASSES A YEAR (SEE CALENDAR FOR DETAILS):

10 COMMON MUSHROOMS OF MISSOURI, PART 1
June 3 - Dept. of Conservation Central Regional Office, Columbia
June 29 - St Louis County Library Headquarters, St Louis

10 COMMON MUSHROOMS OF MISSOURI, PART 2
July 18 - Dept. of Conservation Central Regional Office, Columbia
August 9 - Brentwood Public Library, 8765 Eulalie, Brentwood, MO 63144

10 COMMON EDIBLE MUSHROOMS OF MISSOURI
October 11 - Brentwood Public Library, 8765 Eulalie, Brentwood, MO 63144

Each class covers 10 mushrooms in its category. If you attend all 4 classes you’ll know 40 mushrooms. We offer optional homework and a test for each class. If you successfully complete these, you will be awarded a beautiful pin for that particular class. Once you earn all 4 pins you will receive the Harry Thiers Certificate for Mushroom Proficiency. Don’t hesitate to repeat and repeat and repeat a class. You’ll learn more and it’s always lots of fun. Classes are free to MOMS members!

Hey, YOU! Do you have a recent foray story, a cool mushroom photo or anything else fun and interesting relating to MOMS and Mycology to share?

Send in your content to esexaminer.design@gmail.com for a chance to be featured in our next “Featured MOMS Member” segment!
**MOMS MISSION STATEMENT**

- Foster and expand the need, understanding and appreciation of mycology.
- Provide education and training for the proper collection, identification and documentation of fungi.
- Provide a means for sharing ideas, experiences, knowledge and common interests regarding fungi.
- Support efforts to preserve natural environments in the State of Missouri.

**THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE MISSOURI MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY**

**FUNGI FACTS - The Bearded Tooth**

*Hericium erinaceus*

Beardlike, whitish mass; grows on trunks of living deciduous trees and on fallen trees and logs. Fruiting body a round, unbranched mass of long, hanging, toothlike spines, each ½–2 inches long; spines hanging evenly from a central base; white, becoming yellowish; texture smooth. Stalk not present. Spore print white. Spores magnified are almost round, smooth to roughened with dots, colorless.

*Content Credit: nature.mdc.mo.gov*